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	Degunking Linux, 9781933097046 (1933097043), Paraglyph, 2005
Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux expertly shows readers how to save time (and money) by performing a number of important degunking tasks. With Degunking Linux's easy 12-step program, users will learn what Linux gunk is, how to keep their Linux desktop clean and organized, how to better manage personal and system-related files, how to make applications ran their best, how to get gunky and incompatible drivers and hardware to run smoothly, how to protect their precious data from dangerous viruses and hackers, how to clean up and improve Linux's security features, and much more. Linux users will learn the causes of sluggish performance and how to apply smart solutions to improve overall system performance. 

       Linux has a great reputation for stability, but it also has a reputation for being difficult to set up and use. It also can collect more gunk than an oversized garage. After all, it is an operating system, and all operating systems get gunked up after a few months of use. Degunking™ Linux will help users get their Linux configurations working efficiently by providing them with a proven, time-saving 12-step program to get rid of clutter and organize everything from user files to system upgrades. This is the only book that is completely focused on helping Linux users clean up their OS and getting it running smoothly and efficiently. Degunking™ Linux will show you how to perform tasks ranging from degunking user files and applications to improving account management, security, process management, and more. 

	Time-crunched readers will appreciate the "Degunking with Time Limitations" section that shows them how to quickly improve the performance of Linux in as little as 10 minutes.
	Shows how to perform clean installs, how to properly upgrade Linux, and how to eliminate the gunk that isn’t needed.
	Presents the most efficient ways to degunk the desktop environment, speed up GNOME, improve ongoing KDE performance, manage OpenOffice.org, improve Mozilla security, and more. 
	Provides time-saving maintenance tips and techniques that can save users a lot of aggravation.
	Shows users how to greatly increase the performance of their Linux setups by following easy-to-perform tasks.
	Covers expert advice on degunking networking and security features that can keep disasters from happening.
	Covers the main Linux distributions from Red Hat to Xandros, and others.



About the Author
 Roderick W. Smith (Woonsocket, RI) received his PhD from Tufts University. He is the author of many Linux books, including Linux: Networking for Your Office, Free BSD: the Complete Reference, Linux Hardware Handbook, and Linux Power Tools. Rod’s interests include Linux system administration and networking, and he is a regular poster to Linux newsgroups. He enjoys reading Science Fiction and is a big fan of NPR’s Science Friday.
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Sharing Expertise: Beyond Knowledge ManagementMIT Press, 2002
The field of knowledge management focuses on how organizations can most effectively store, manage, retrieve, and enlarge their intellectual properties. The repository view of knowledge management emphasizes the gathering, providing, and filtering of explicit knowledge. The information in a repository has the advantage of being easily transferable...

		

Bulletproofing TCP/IP Based Windows NT/2000 NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Find out about TCP/IP-based network attack methods and threats to Windows NT/2000 computers and the preventive measures you can use to protect your infrastructure. Bulletproofing TCP/IP-based Windows NT/2000 Networks details the use of router access lists, firewalls, virus scanners and encryption. It includes examples of the configuration of...

		

Bayesian Data Analysis, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2003


	This book is intended to have three roles and to serve three associated audiences: an

	introductory text on Bayesian inference star ting from first principles, a graduate text on

	effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and computation in statistics and

	related fields, and a handbook of Bayesian meth ods in applied...




	

Beginning Java EE 5: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
This book is mainly aimed at people who already have knowledge of standard Java and have
been developing small, client-side applications for the desktop. If you have read and absorbed
the information contained in an entry-level book such as Ivor Horton’s Beginning Java 2 (Wrox,
2004; ISBN 0-7645-6874-4), then you will be well...

		

Flash with DrupalPackt Publishing, 2009
Due to its power and expandability, Drupal has become one of the most popular open source content management systems. At the same time, Flash has been adopted for its ability to create beautiful and dynamic web applications. By combining these technologies, you can create Flash applications that are both visually stunning and rich in content....

		

Introduction to Computing and Programming with Java: A Multimedia ApproachPrentice Hall, 2006
This book is intended to introduce computing, including programming, to students with no prior programming experience. One of the lessons from the research on computing education is that one doesn't just "learn to program." One learns to program something [4, 17]. How motivating that...
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